
Ceph - Backport #18104

jewel: ceph osd down detection behaviour

12/01/2016 03:29 PM - Manuel Lausch

Status: Resolved Spent time: 0.00 hour

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Nathan Cutler   

Target version: v10.2.6   

Release: jewel Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/12677

Related issues:

Duplicated by Ceph - Bug #19054: mark an osd down sooner once we have collect... Duplicate 02/23/2017

History

#1 - 12/05/2016 08:55 AM - Loïc Dachary

- Tracker changed from Backport to Bug

- % Done set to 0

#2 - 12/19/2016 10:53 PM - Sage Weil

- Assignee set to Nathan Cutler

#3 - 12/27/2016 09:31 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Tracker changed from Bug to Backport

#4 - 12/27/2016 09:34 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Description updated

original description

Hi,

in Jewel 10.2.3 I found two bugs in the detecting of down OSDs. As far as I see there are two pull requests which fix the issues.

Is it possible to backport this PRs to a jewel bugfix release?

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/a80d6c500ab247013a1c068c457c1b9bfbc750b2

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/7ac5ca5698cfdaab019bf282b537bcc897f9444c

Maybet he documentation http://docs.ceph.com/docs/jewel/rados/configuration/mon-osd-interaction/#osds-report-down-osds needs some updates as

well.

#5 - 12/27/2016 09:39 AM - Nathan Cutler

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/7ac5ca5698cfdaab019bf282b537bcc897f9444c is #17055 and was already backported in #17056.
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#6 - 12/27/2016 09:41 AM - Nathan Cutler

Maybe the documentation http://docs.ceph.com/docs/jewel/rados/configuration/mon-osd-interaction/#osds-report-down-osds needs some

updates as well.

 

@Manuel: Which updates would you suggest?

#7 - 12/27/2016 09:43 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Description updated

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#8 - 12/27/2016 09:49 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Subject changed from ceph osd down detection behaviour to jewel: ceph osd down detection behaviour

#9 - 02/01/2017 11:31 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

- Target version set to v10.2.6

#10 - 02/23/2017 11:26 AM - Kefu Chai

- Duplicated by Bug #19054: mark an osd down sooner once we have collect enough reports added
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